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This is a story for Sofy-san for three reasons.
 
1) She entered my contest
2) She's gonna be in my story
3) I woulda done it anyway!
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1 - Sasuke's Idea

        The Uchiha household was having one of those heavenly quiet moments. Little Narasuke was
sleeping in his bed, and Konnichi was resting in his mother’s arms. Sasuke was taking the time to read
a book he had been working on, and Sofy was looking at her little boy, and smiling, lightly rocking him
back and forth. Sofy looked over at her husband, and she noticed that instead of moving his eyes like he
was reading the book, he seemed to be just staring at the page. Out of nowhere, Sasuke turned and
looked at Sofy strait in the eye.

        “What are you staring at?” Sofy laughed, making sure not to wake up Konnichi. “I should ask you
the same thing!” Sasuke blushed. “I was reading!” Sofy laughed again. “Yeah right! I saw your eyes!
You were staring into space, not into the book!” Sasuke blushed even harder. He hated having his wife
prove a point to him. “So what if I was?!” Sofy leaned over carefully, and tapped Sasuke on the nose
with her finger. “Koibito, everything you do matters to me. So what were you thinking about? It’s not
another woman, is it?” Sasuke blushed. “I was not thinking about another woman! It was just…Konnichi
and Narasuke are almost two, and with you pregnant and all….maybe now would be a good time to take
a vacation.”

        Sofy cocked her head. ”You think so, Sasuke-koi?” Sasuke nodded. “Yeah, I do. Narasuke and
Konnichi will enjoy it, and it will give you a chance to relax. So why don’t we just go? I found a nice
resort in Yukigakure that you would enjoy.” Sofy blushed. Sasuke always knew how to win her over.
“Alright, Sasuke-koi. You win. We’ll start packing once the twins wake up, alright?” Sasuke nodded,
and as he stood up, he started to walk upstairs, only to stop and plant a soft kiss on Sofy’s forehead.
“Yeah….that sounds good to me.”



2 - Packing up

        After just a few minutes, Sofy realized that packing when the twins were asleep was probably a
better idea. It wasn’t that the twins weren’t happy to go. Heck, that was probably the reason that things
were being so difficult. At first, it was one problem: The twin’s didn’t get that ‘We’re going on
vacation’ doesn’t mean ‘We’re leaving for the vacation’. Even when they got that point across to
Narasuke and Konnichi, there was another issue at hand. The twins did not exactly understand the point
of packing their clothing. Instead, every time their parents added some clothes to the suitcase, the twins
would pull them out, putting some toy in their place. The gesture was cute, don’t get me wrong, but after
spending half an hour with this pattern going on, it really starts to get on your nerves. Or more,
Sasuke’s nerves. Sofy noticed this, and decided to take matters in her own hands. She pulled out a
duffel bag from the closet, unzipped it, and laid it on the floor.

        “Narasuke, Konnichi, this is your toy bag. You can put as many toys as you can fit in here.”
Narasuke and Konnichi grinned, and immediately started stuffing the duffel bag with as many toys as it
could hold, which, surprisingly, was a lot. As in, other than the bigger toys, there were almost no toys left
in the room. Sasuke smiled at Sofy. “Sofy-koi, you are a genius.” Sofy smirked at his comment. “I
know! Thanks!” Sasuke sighed. He loved Sofy, but hated how obstinate she could be at times.

        Narasuke and Konnichi were looking out the window when they saw something. “Mama!
Someone’s ou’side wit a big car!” Sasuke smiled. “That must be our ride to the resort. C’mon,
Sofy-koi. Narasuke. Konnichi. You too. Come along. You don’t want to keep him waiting.” The twin’s
immediately ran down the stairs and outside to the car that was going to take them to the resort. Sofy
and Sasuke followed soon after, carrying the suitcases.

        A little bit later, they were on their way to the resort. Sofy and Sasuke were sitting in their seats,
with the twins sleeping on their laps. Apparently, all of the running around must have tired them out.
Outside, the sky was tinted with reds, purples and blues. Sofy took the moment that the car was stopped
to take a picture of the sunset, making sure the flash was off. 

        By the time the sky was a full dark blue, Sasuke had fallen asleep, leaning on Sofy’s shoulder.
Sofy smiled. She always thought that Sasuke was adorable when he was sleeping. She combed her
fingers through his raven hair, and stroked Narasuke’s little arm, which was wrapped around Sasuke’s
arm as he slept. She looked down in her own lap to see Konnichi, curled up in a little ball and sucking
his thumb in his sleep. Sofy grinned. She was happier then she had ever been with her family. Sofy
slowly drifted off to sleep, holding her stomach, thinking not only of the family she had, but also the new
addition that was on the way.
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